The present study aimed to investigate whether the visual system scales apparent depth from binocularly unmatched features by using absolute distance information. In Experiment 1 we examined the effect of convergence on perceived depth in phantom stereograms . Quantitative depth for a phantom surface can be based on cyclopean occlusion cues alone. , 43, 1937-1950.] and random dot stereograms. In Experiments 2 and 3 we examined the effective range of viewing distances for scaling the apparent depths in these stereograms. The results showed that: (a) the magnitudes of perceived depths increased in all stereograms as the estimate of the viewing distance increased while keeping proximal and/or distal sizes of the stimuli constant, and (b) the effective range of viewing distances was significantly shorter in monocular gap stereograms. The first result indicates that the visual system scales apparent depth from unmatched features as well as that from horizontal disparity, while the second suggests that, at far distances, the strength of the depth signal from an unmatched feature in monocular gap stereograms is relatively weaker than that from horizontal disparity.
Introduction
When an opaque surface occludes a more distant one, binocularly unmatched features arise that do not correspond in the retinal images of both eyes. Recent studies have shown that the visual system produces depth from unmatched features by interpreting them as a result of occlusion (e.g. Anderson, 1994; Gillam, Blackburn, & Nakayama, 1999; Howard & Rogers, 2002; Nakayama & Shimojo, 1990) . In the present study we introduce two types of stereograms, both have such binocularly unmatched features.
In phantom stereograms (PS), as reported by , the half images consist of a pair of parallel vertical lines. The right line in the left-eye half image and the left line in the right-eye half image have a binocularly unmatched gap in the middle of each line (Fig. 1a) . Upon fusing the two half images of the PS, an illusory rectangular surface (phantom surface) bounded by subjective contours in front of a pair of parallel vertical lines is perceived. suggested that the visual system interprets the gap visible to only one eye as a result of occlusion by a surface. Furthermore, they suggested that the width of the binocularly unmatched feature (the line width) plays a role similar to that of conventional horizontal disparity. It also has been reported that the perceived depth is greater than the minimum depth that satisfies a geometrical relationship of occlusion Grove, Gillam, & Ono, 2002; Mitsudo, Nakamizo, & Ono, 2005) .
In monocular gap stereograms (MGS), as reported by and Pianta and Gillam (2003a) , 1 one of the half images consists of a solid rectangle; the other half image consists of two rectangles, each half the width of the solid rectangle, separated by a binocularly unmatched vertical gap (Fig. 1b) . Upon fusing the two half images of the MGS, two rectangle surfaces located side by side in depth are perceived. It has been suggested that the visual system interprets the vertical gap visible to only one eye as a result of occlusion of the gap by the nasal side rectangle in the half image, which has two rectangles, and that monocular gap stereopsis is not based on local disparity processing at the gap Pianta & Gillam, 2003a) . Furthermore, reported that the width of the binocularly unmatched feature (the gap width) plays a role similar to that of conventional horizontal disparity.
Previous studies have suggested that the visual system applies different constraints to phantom stereopsis and monocular gap stereopsis to resolve the ambiguity between two-dimensional retinal images of PS and MGS. For instance, Pianta and Gillam (2003a) examined the effects of the outer edge disparity and the shape of the monocular gap on perceived depth in MGS, and found that a minimum slant constraint was applied to monocular gap stereopsis. However, it is still unclear what constraint is applied to phantom stereopsis. Previous studies have shown that a geometrically defined minimum depth constraint is not applied in this case Grove et al., 2002; Mitsudo et al., 2005) .
On the other hand, it is generally accepted that the visual system uses absolute distance information to resolve the ambiguity of conventional disparity-based stereopsis (e.g. Howard & Rogers, 2002; Nakamizo & Shimono, 2001; Ono & Comerford, 1977) . This was confirmed by the finding that perceived depth decreased as the estimate of the absolute distance decreased while keeping the proximal size of a stimulus constant (Wallach & Zuckerman, 1963) . To estimate the absolute distance the visual system uses extraretinal information such as convergence and accommodation (Collett, Schwarz, & Sobel, 1991; Mon-Williams & Tresilian, 1999; Mon-Williams, Tresilian, & Roberts, 2000) , vertical disparity information (Bradshaw, Glennerster, & Rogers, 1996; Mayhew & Longuet-Higgins, 1982; Rogers & Bradshaw, 1993 ; see also Cumming, Johnston, & Parker, 1991) , and cognitive pictorial cues such as familiar size and linear perspective (O'Leary & Wallach, 1980; Predebon, 1993) .
However, it remains unknown whether the visual system also uses absolute distance information to scale apparent depth from binocularly unmatched features. The main purpose of this study was to examine depth scaling in PS and MGS. In Experiment 1, we examined the effect of convergence on perceived depth in PS, MGS, and random dot stereograms (RDS) while keeping both distal and proximal sizes of the stimuli constant. In Experiments 2 and 3, we examined the effective range of viewing distances for scaling the apparent depths in these stereograms.
Experiment 1
We examined the effect of convergence on perceived depth in PS, MGS, and RDS. Convergence is accepted as one of the cues to absolute distance below approximately 2 m (e.g. Collett & Parker, 1998; Collett et al., 1991; Cumming et al., 1991; Mon-Williams et al., 2000) . In this experiment, the convergence angle was varied by changing the distance between the two half images of the stereograms on the stimulus plane for which distance from observers was fixed. This method prevented other factors from affecting the estimate of the absolute distance or depth (e.g. Bradshaw et al., 1996; Foley, 1985) . Both distal and proximal sizes of the stereograms were constant while convergence was manipulated.
In conventional disparity-based stereopsis, the geometric relationship among disparity, depth, and distance is represented by Eq. (1), where d is disparity, d is depth, I is interocular distance, and D is the distance from the observers to the fixation plane. Eq. (1) is well-known as the inverse square law of disparity (see. Ono & Comerford, 1977) .
The inverse square law Eq. (1) is transformed to Eq. (2) by applying the approximate expression: h ffi I/D, where h is the convergence angle specified in radian, to the fixation plane.
If the width of a binocularly unmatched feature plays a role similar to that of conventional horizontal disparity, Eq. (2) can be applied by using d as the width of the unmatched feature. In this experiment, the convergence angle (h) was varied while keeping the proximal size of the stereograms constant, i.e., d was constant. Therefore, according to Eq.
(2), we predicted that perceived depth (d) in PS and MGS would decrease non-linearly as the convergence angle increases. Experiment 1 examined this hypothesis.
Methods

Apparatus
The stereograms generated on a personal computer (DELL Dimension 8400) were presented on a screen through a Polaroid stereoscope (Howard & Rogers, 2002) . The left-eye and right-eye half images of the stereograms were back-projected through two projectors (NEC LT 260 SJK) with orthogonally oriented Polaroid filters. Participants observed the stereograms through cross-polarized spectacles so that each eye saw only one image. The observer's head was fixed by a chin rest to maintain a proper viewing distance (154.6 cm) and to minimize cross-talk. This experiment was conducted in a dimly lit room.
Stimuli
The stimuli were composed of the three stereograms: PS (Fig. 1a) , MGS (Fig. 1b) , and RDS (Fig. 1c) . PS consisted of a pair of parallel vertical lines (8.9 0 in width, and 4.07°in height); the right line in the left-eye half image and the left line in the right-eye half image had a gap (8.9 0 in width, and 2.04°in height) in the middle of each line. Upon fusing the half images of the PS, an illusory rectangular phantom surface was perceived in front of a pair of parallel vertical lines. MGS consisted of the right-eye half image in which there was a solid rectangle (4.22°in width, and 2.04°in height) and the left-eye half image in which there were two solid squares (2.04°in width and height) separated by a vertical monocular gap (8.9 0 in width, and 2.04°in height). Upon fusing the half images of the MGS, the square in the right was perceived in front of the square in the left. RDS consisted of 55 · 55 dots, each dot was 4.4 0 in width and height. The central area of each half-image (28 · 28 dots) had a retinal disparity of 8.9
0 . Upon fusing the half images of the RDS, a small square was perceived in front of a background square. Note that the widths of the binocularly unmatched features in PS and MGS were the same as the disparity in RDS. This meant that the geometrically defined minimum depth in PS was the same as the theoretical depth values in MGS and RDS.
All stereograms were surrounded by a rectangular frame subtended by 8.10°· 8.10°to facilitate binocular fusion (Fig. 1) . The fixation cross consisted of Nonius lines (2.2 0 in width, and 40.0 0 in length) and was presented at the center of the rectangular frame. The luminance of the stimuli, the frame, and the Nonius lines was 0.92 cd/m 2 , and that of the background was 162.6 cd/m 2 . The luminance of each dot in an RDS was either 0.92 or 162.6 cd/m 2 . These values were recorded after passage through the cross-polarized spectacles. The density of the dots in RDS was 50%.
Participants
Eight observers (the authors and six university students) participated in this experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and all, except the authors, were naive as to the purpose of the experiment. Written consent was obtained from all participants.
Procedures
The independent variable was the convergence angle (3.56°, 2.99°, 2.40°, 1.83°, and 1.25°corresponding to simulated viewing distances of 104.5, 124.7, 154.6, 203.4, and 297.3 cm, respectively) . The total number of the trials was 45 (3 types of stereograms · 5 convergence angles · 3 repetitions). The order of the trials was randomized.
The convergence angle was varied by changing the distance between the two half images of the stereograms on the stimulus plane for which distance from observers was fixed while keeping the distal sizes of the stimuli constant. Therefore, this convergence manipulation did not vary the proximal size of the disparity or of binocularly unmatched features. Because some participants had difficulty to fuse the half images of the stereograms when each images were widely separated horizontally on the stimulus plane, we gradually varied their convergence from the stimulus plane where there was no horizontal difference between the half image positions. At the beginning of each trial, the Nonius lines with the frame for each eye were presented at the same horizontal position on the stimulus plane. Observers were required to check whether the Nonius lines were aligned. Then, observers pressed the assignment key that enabled movement of the Nonius lines and the frame horizontally on the stimulus plane by one pixel. During the movement, observers were required to fixate on the moving Nonius lines. The experimental program checked the positions of the Nonius lines and the frame every time the observers pressed the key, and presented one of the stereograms when the convergence angle corresponded to one of the five convergence angles (3.56°, 2.99°, 2.40°, 1.83°, and 1.25°).
The observers' task was to adjust the length of a stainless-steel tape measure of which one side had calibration markings so that it appeared to be equal to the perceived depth in the stereograms. Observers held the tape in their hands. During adjustment, observers were required to change their convergence to the tape and only allowed to see the side on which calibration markings were not drawn. Observers could see the stimulus with no time limitation. During the presentation of one of the stimulus, the Nonius lines were not presented. The reason for deleting the Nonius lines was that the perceived depths in PS and MGS were attenuated while keeping both eyes on the fixation Nonius lines in a preliminary experiment.
Data analysis
The basic unit for data analyses was the mean magnitude of perceived depth that was normalized individually as follows. In the dimly lit room where the experiment was conducted, we measured perceived depth between two actual surfaces made of cardboard and consisting of random dot patterns as used in RDS: the large pattern consisted of 100 · 100 dots, and the small one consisted of 50 · 50 dots, each dot was 0.1 cm in width and height. The large pattern was located at 120 cm, and the small one was located in front of the large one with one of the following five depths: 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 cm. Perceived depth was measured three times per one physical depth using the same measurement as in the experimental conditions. Then, we calculated the best-fitting regression line by using a least square method that represented the relationship between physical and adjusted depths. We normalized the perceived depth obtained from the experimental conditions for each individual observer using the regression line.
Results and discussion
The basic unit for data analyses was the mean magnitude of perceived depth for three trials and for each participant under each convergence angle condition. A two-way (for 3 types of stereograms · 5 convergence angles) repeated measures ANOVA showed that the main effects of the convergence angle and the type of stereograms were significant, F (4, 28) = 3.553, p < .05 and F (2, 14) = 10.203, p < .005, respectively. These main effects are illustrated in Fig. 2 in which the mean magnitudes of perceived depth averaged over the eight observers are plotted as a function of the convergence angle. The results of the ANOVA and Fig. 2 indicate that the visual system scales the apparent depth in PS and MGS as well as that in RDS. Post-hoc analysis by Ryan's method (Ryan, 1960) for the main effect of the type of stereograms revealed that the mean magnitude of perceived depth in PS (12.3 cm) was larger than those in MGS (6.3 cm), p < .001, and in RDS (9.1 cm), p < .05. These results were consistent with those of previous studies which have suggested that the perceived depth in PS is larger than the geometrically defined minimum depth Grove et al., 2002; Mitsudo et al., 2005) . We found a discrepancy between the theoretical value and perceived depth in the control stereogram, i.e., RDS, which showed that perceived depth was overestimated at large convergence angles (near simulated distances) and underestimated at small ones (far simulated distances) and veridical in the center of the range.
2 This is termed as the contraction bias in depth perception (Mon-Williams et al., 2000) . Contraction bias has been observed when examining the effect of convergence on perceived depth in RDS (e.g. Bradshaw et al., 1996; Cumming et al., 1991; Johnston, 1991) . Mon-Williams et al. (2000) suggested that RDS, where only disparity can be used as a cue to depth, might introduce uncertainty of depth perception resulting in contraction bias. In addition, it is possible that a discrepancy in extraretinal cues to distance, i.e., convergence and accommodation, results in contraction bias (Bradshaw et al., 1996) . Under some conditions of Experiment 1, the convergence distance was not in concordance with the accommodative distance because we manipulated convergence by changing the horizontal distance between the two half images of the stereogram on the stimulus plane. When there was no discrepancy between convergence and accommodation (at a convergence angle of 2.4°in Fig. 2 ), perceived depth in RDS was consistent with the prediction. Furthermore, it is considered that PS and MGS were also reduced cue situations like RDS, and that the discrepancy between convergence and accommodation affected perceived depth in these stereograms. As a result, the contraction bias was found for PS and MGS as well as RDS, suggesting that the visual system scales apparent depth equally in all stereograms.
It could be argued that the differences in perceived depth among the stereograms was partially due to the additional three depth cues available in our stimulus conditions: differences in the proximity luminance covariance, the luminance contrast, and the spatial frequency of the stereograms.
2 First, proximity luminance covariance (PLC: Dosher, Sperling, & Wurst, 1986; Schwartz & Sperling, 1983) accounts for the perceived depth in PS being larger than those in MGS and RDS. PLC suggests that the higher the visibility (e.g. brightness and luminance contrast of a stimulus component with respect to its background), the closer the depth perceived. For depth perception in PS, since the front surface bounded by subjective contours appeared to be relatively brighter than the white background, it is possible that the front surface was perceived closer than the theoretical minimum depth. For depth perception in MGS, since brightness/luminance contrast with respect to the white background of the right front surface was the same as that of the left distant one, the visibility would not greatly affect the perceived depth. Similarly, for depth perception in RDS, since the front surface appeared to be similar to the more distant one, the visibility would not greatly affect the perceived depth. Therefore, PLC would predict that the perceived depth in PS was larger than those in MGS and RDS, although the widths of the binocularly unmatched features in PS and MGS were the same as the disparity in RDS.
Second, it is considered that the luminance contrast might affect perceived depth in stereograms. Rohaly and Wilson (1999) reported uncrossed depth bias: the conventional disparity-defined test stimulus with a low luminance contrast (under 50% contrast) appeared to be farther than the theoretical depth value based on disparity. This finding might explain the result that the perceived depth in RDS appeared to be slightly larger than that in MGS (although the difference was not statistically significant), because a front surface in RDS had a high luminance contrast relative to that in MGS.
Finally, the spatial frequency of the stereograms might affect the efficiency of accommodation as a cue to absolute distance. Fisher and Ciuffreda (1988) reported that when a good accommodative stimulus that included a high spatial frequency was presented, accommodation was an effective cue to distance: when a poor accommodative stimulus was presented, it was not effective. In our experiment, since RDS had more components with a high spatial frequency relative to PS and MGS, the effect of accommodation as a cue to absolute distance might be stronger for RDS than for PS and MGS. Supporting this idea, under the condition where the convergence distance was in concordance with the accommodative distance (at a convergence angle of 2.4°in Fig. 2) , the perceived depth in RDS was consistent with the prediction, whereas the perceived depth in PS and MGS was not.
Experiment 2
In this experiment, we examined the effective range of viewing distances for scaling the apparent depths in PS, MGS, and RDS. We compared the magnitudes of perceived depth in PS and MGS with that in RDS as a function of the viewing distance, in which the convergence distance was the same as the stimulus one. Previous studies have shown that perceived depth in disparity-defined stereograms is systematically affected by changing the viewing distance over a limited range of viewing distances (e.g. Ono & Comerford, 1977; Shimono & Nakamizo, 1990) . However, the effect of viewing distance on perceived depth from binocularly unmatched features remains unknown.
The inverse square law Eq.
(1) is transformed to Eq. (3).
In addition, Eq. (3) is transformed to Eq. (5) by using Eq. (4) that represents the relationship among d 0 (the distal size of the width of an unmatched feature or disparity), d (the proximal size of the width of an unmatched feature or disparity), and D (the distance from the observers to the fixation plane).
According to Eq. (5), we predicted that perceived depths in PS and MGS would increase linearly as viewing distance increases while keeping the distal size of the stimuli (d 0 ) constant. Experiment 2 examined the effect of viewing distance on perceived depth in PS, MGS, and RDS, and, if so, to what extent viewing distance would affect it.
3.1. Methods
Apparatus and stimuli
The apparatus, types of stereograms (PS, MGS, and RDS), and the distal size of the stimuli were the same as those used in Experiment 1, but the proximal size of the stimuli was varied by changing the viewing distance. The size of binocularly unmatched features and disparity were of 14.7 0 at a viewing distance of 93.8 cm, 8.9
0 at 154.6 cm, 6.4 0 at 215.4 cm, 5.0 0 at 276.2 cm, and 4.1 0 at 337.0 cm. From these five viewing distances participants observed the stimuli. The position of the screen where the stimuli were displayed was fixed, whereas the observers' viewing point was changed to vary the viewing distance. The observer's head was fixed by a chin rest to maintain a proper viewing distance and to minimize cross-talk.
Participants
Seven observers (the authors and five university students) participated in this experiment. All observers also participated in Experiment 1. All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and all, except the authors, were naive as to the purpose of the experiment. Written consent was obtained from all participants.
Procedures
Procedures were the same as those in Experiment 1, except that the independent variable was the viewing distance (93.8, 154.6, 215.4, 276.2, and 337.0 cm). After checking whether the Nonius lines were aligned, the observers pressed the assignment key to display one of the stimuli, and the Nonius lines then disappeared. The total number of the trials was 45 (3 types of stereograms · 5 viewing distances · 3 repetitions). The order of types of stereograms was randomized in each distance condition, and the order of distance condition was counter-balanced among participants.
Results and discussion
The basic unit for data analyses was the mean magnitude of perceived depth normalized as in Experiment 1. These were obtained for three trials and for each participant under each viewing distance condition. A two-way (for 3 types of stereograms · 5 viewing distances) repeated measures ANOVA showed that the main effect of viewing distance and the interaction effect were significant, F (4, 24) = 11.842, p < .001 and F (8, 48) = 4.616, p < .001, respectively. The simple main effect of viewing distance on each type of stereograms was also significant, PS: F (4, 24) = 14.131, p < .001; MGS: F (4, 24) = 5.106, p < .005, and RDS: F (4, 24) = 9.354, p < .001. These simple main effects and the interaction effect are illustrated in Fig. 3a , in which the mean magnitudes of perceived depth averaged over the seven observers were plotted as a function of the viewing distance.
The interaction effect between viewing distance and the type of stereograms indicates that the effective range of viewing distances for scaling the apparent depth differs among the three stereograms. The simple main effect of the type of stereograms was significant at the viewing distances of 276.2 and 337.0 cm, F (2, 60) = 3.461, p < .05 and F (2, 60) = 7.139, p < .005, respectively. Post-hoc analysis by Ryan's method (Ryan, 1960) for the simple main effects of the type of stereograms revealed that: (a) the mean magnitude of perceived depth in MGS (10.4 cm) was significantly smaller than that in PS (15.0 cm) at the distance of 276.2 cm, p < .05, and (b) the mean magnitude of perceived depth in MGS (9.6 cm) was significantly smaller than those in PS (16.3 cm), p < .001, and in RDS (13.7 cm), p < .05, at the distance of 337.0 cm. Moreover, trend analysis performed for each type of stereograms showed that the effect of viewing distance on PS and RDS was significant for a linear pattern, F (1, 6) = 16.596, p < .01 and F (1, 6) = 21.856, p < .005, respectively, and that on MGS was significant for a quadratic pattern, F (1, 6) = 7.850, p < .05. The interaction effect and the results of trend analysis indicate that the effective range of viewing distances for scaling the apparent depth in MGS was shorter than those in PS and RDS. However, it should be noted that three out of seven participants could scale the apparent depth in MGS at far distances (Fig. 3b) ; whereas the other participants could not (Fig. 3c) . Thus, there were large individual differences in the effective range of viewing distances for scaling the apparent depth in MGS.
It is considered that observers could use more useful cues to distance than in Experiment 1 since there was no difference between convergence and stimulus distances. As a result, the perceived depth in the control stereogram (RDS) was consistent with the prediction up to about 2 m compared with the result of Experiment 1 (Fig. 3a) . However, perceived depth in RDS was slightly underestimated from the prediction for far distances. One possible explanation is that convergence and accommodation were not sufficient cues to distance at far distances, and because in the dimly lit room observers could not effectively use other cues to distance such as perspective. Previous studies have reported that under reduced cue conditions perceived depth is underestimated at far distances (Ono & Comerford, 1977) .
The statistical analyses suggest that the effective range of the viewing distances for scaling the apparent depth in MGS is shorter than those in PS and RDS. It could be argued that this difference is due to the different contours among the stereograms; there were explicit luminance contours of surfaces only in MGS. However, this explanation is not thought plausible. Vreven and Welch (2001) compared the depth constancy of surfaces defined by illusory contours with that defined by luminance contours using disparity-defined stereograms. They found that there was no difference between the depth constancy of surfaces defined by illusory and luminance contours under free viewing conditions, and that depth constancy of surfaces with luminance contours was improved compared to that with illusory contours under restricted eye movement conditions. According to their results, depth scaling in MGS should have been the same as or better than those in PS and RDS because there are explicit luminance contours of surfaces only in MGS.
Based on the results of Experiment 2, we hypothesized that, at far viewing distances, the strength of the depth signal from the unmatched feature in MGS is relatively weaker than that from conventional horizontal disparity in which size is the same as the width of the unmatched feature. This hypothesis could not be clearly examined in Experiment 2 because there were some differences other than cues to depth between MGS and RDS. For example, observers were required to reproduce depth between surfaces that were arranged side by side only in MGS. In addition, the contrast content of the stereograms was different. Therefore, in Experiment 3, we compared perceived depth in MGS with those in the disparity-defined stereograms for which configurations closely resembled that of MGS as a function of viewing distance.
Experiment 3
In this experiment, we compared perceived depth in MGS with those in the disparity-defined stereograms for which configurations closely resembled that of MGS as a function of viewing distance.
Methods
Apparatus and stimuli
The apparatus was the same as that in Experiment 2 except that the experiment was conducted in a well-lit room. The stimuli were composed of seven stereograms: MGS (Fig. 4a) , binocular gap stereograms (BGS, Fig. 4b ), RDS with monocular gap (RDS-M, Fig. 4c ), RDS with binocularly unmatched dots (RDS-U, Fig. 4d ), RDS with binocular gap (RDS-B, Fig. 4e ), and two control stereograms. The proximal size of the stimuli was constant.
One half image of the MGS consisted of a solid rectangle (6.2°in width, and 3°in height), and the other half image of two solid squares (3°in width and height) separated by a binocularly unmatched gap (12 0 in width, and 3°in height). The configuration of BGS mostly resembled that of MGS. BGS was the same as the stereogram that has previously been used to investigate the relationship between monocular gap stereopsis and disparity-based stereopsis Pianta & Gillam, 2003b) . Each half image of this stereogram consisted of two rectangles like one of the half images of MGS, and disparity was defined as the difference in vertical gap width between half images. In this experiment, BGS was made by inserting a vertical gap (12 0 in width, and 3°in height) into the middle in each half image of MGS. This meant that one half image had a vertical gap for which width was 12 0 and the other half image had a vertical gap for which width was 24 0 . There were three types of RDS: RDS-M, RDS-U, RDS-B. RDS-M was made by filling surfaces in MGS with random dots (30 · 30 dots; each dot was 6 0 in width and height). All the dots were binocularly matched, and the horizontal disparity of dots was the same as the gap width. RDS-U was made by filling the monocular gap in RDS-M with random dots (2 · 30 dots; each dot was 6 0 in width and height). These dots were binocularly unmatched. Similarly, RDS-B was made by filling surfaces in BGS with random dots (30 · 30 dots; each dot was 6 0 in width and height). All the dots were binocularly matched, and the horizontal disparity of dots was the same as the gap width.
The configurations of other two control stereograms resembled those of MGS and RDS-M, but theoretically did not produce any depth since these stereograms consisted of same half images. One stereogram consisted of half images that were identical to the half image of MGS in which two squares were drawn. The other stereogram consisted of half images that were identical to the half image of RDS-M in which two squares were drawn. These stereograms were used to complicate the observers' task because there were no difference in the theoretical depth value among MGS, BGS, RDS-M, RDS-U, and RDS-B, and to ascertain whether they properly adjusted perceived depth.
We presented two types of configurations of each stereogram; one is shown in Fig. 4 , and the other is the reversal of the half images in Fig. 4 . The luminance of the stimuli and the Nonius lines was 27.28 cd/m 2 , and that of the background was 6.86 cd/m 2 . The luminance of each dot in RDS was either 27.28 or 6.86 cd/m 2 . The density of dots in RDS was 50%.
Participants
Seven observers (One of the authors and six university students) participated in this experiment. Four of the seven observers also participated in Experiments 1 and 2. All had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and all, except the author, were naive as to the purpose of the experiment. Written consent was obtained from all participants.
Procedures
Procedures were the same as those in Experiment 2, except for the independent variable (viewing distance: 91.5, 152.5, 213.5, 274.5, and 335.5 cm) , and that the observers were required to judge which of two surfaces was perceived in front or had no depth between them before adjustment of the tape measure. The total number of trials was 140 (7 types of stereograms · 5 viewing distances · 2 left or right square in front · 2 repetitions). The order of the types of stereograms was randomized in each distance condition, and the order of distance condition was counter-balanced among participants. The observer's head was fixed by a chin rest to maintain a proper viewing distance and to minimize cross-talk.
Results and discussion
The basic unit for data analyses was the mean magnitude of perceived depth obtained for four trials (2 left or right square in front · 2 repetitions) and for each participant under each viewing distance condition. Perceived depth was not normalized because perceived depth at far distances was too large to normalize by using the same procedure used in Experiments 1 and 2. This would not have mattered because there were no large individual differences except for one participant. The data for this participant was excluded from the analyses because he could not scale the apparent depth in MGS at far distances.
3 In addition, the data for the two control stereograms were also excluded from the analyses. All observers reported no depth or a considerably small amount of depth in the control stereograms.
A two-way (for 5 types of stereograms · 5 viewing distances) repeated measures ANOVA showed that the main effects of viewing distance and type of stereograms and the interaction effect were significant, F (4, 20) = 59.935, p < .001; F (4, 20) = 4.368, p < .05, and F (16, 80) = 3.105, p < .001, respectively. The simple main effect of viewing distance on each type of stereograms was also significant, MGS: F (4, 100) = 36.830, p < .001; BGS: F (4, 100) = 48.765, p < .001; RDS-M: F (4, 100) = 52.652, p < .001; RDS-U: F (4, 100) = 62.688, p < .001, and RDS-B: F (4, 100) = 55.213, p < .001, respectively. These results and the interaction effect are illustrated in Fig. 5 , in which the mean magnitudes of perceived depth averaged over six observers are plotted as a function of viewing distance. The significant simple main effects of viewing distance and Fig. 5 indicate that the visual system scaled apparent depths in all the stereograms.
On the other hand, the interaction effect between viewing distance and the type of stereograms indicates that there are differences among the stereograms in the effective range of viewing distances for scaling the apparent depth. The simple main effects of the different type of stereograms were significant at the viewing distances of 274.5 and 335.5 cm, F (4, 100) = 4.110, p < .005 and F (4, 100) = 12.391, p < .001, respectively. Post-hoc analysis by Ryan's method (Ryan, 1960) for the simple main effects of the type of stereograms revealed that: (a) the mean magnitude of the perceived depth in MGS (30.1 cm) was significantly smaller than those in BGS (34.4 cm), p < .01, in RDS-M (34.5 cm), p < .01, in RDS-U (35.1 cm), p < .005, and in RDS-B (35.6 cm), p < .001, at the distance of 274.5 cm, (b) the mean magnitude of the perceived depth in MGS (39.4 cm) was significantly smaller than those in BGS (44.6 cm), p < .005, in RDS-M (46.8 cm), p < .001, in RDS-U (49.6 cm), p < .001, and in RDS-B (46.8 cm), p < .001, at the distance of 335.5 cm, and (c) the mean magnitude of the perceived depth in RDS-U (49.6 cm) was significantly larger than that in BGS (44.6 cm), p < .005, at the distance of 335.5 cm. (a) and (b) indicate that, at far viewing distances, the strength of the depth signal from the unmatched feature in MGS is relatively weaker than that from conventional horizontal disparity in which size is the same as the width of the unmatched feature. Furthermore (c) might suggest that the visual system produces more veridical depth of binocularly matched features at far distances when binocularly unmatched features can be used as a cue to depth in addition to horizontal disparity; which is discussed later in general discussion.
General discussion
The results of our experiments showed that the perceived depths in PS and MGS as well as RDS increased as the estimate of the absolute distance increased while keeping the distal and/or proximal size of the stimuli constant. The finding that the visual system scales the apparent depths in PS and MGS as well as that in RDS strongly suggests that depth perception in these stereograms is based on a common visual mechanism. The notion of this mechanism is consistent with a report by Pianta and Gillam (2003b) , where the depth signal from binocularly unmatched features was compared with that from conventional disparity using MGS and BGS. They found a crossadaptation effect between MGS and BGS: adaptation to MGS modified the perceived depth in BGS. The present study added new evidence for the common visual mechanism.
On the other hand, we found that, at far viewing distances, the strength of the depth signal from the unmatched feature in MGS was relatively weaker than that from conventional horizontal disparity in which size is the same as the width of the unmatched feature. However, the strength of the depth signal from the unmatched features in PS was not attenuated as the viewing distance increased (Experiment 2). We suggest that the difference in depth signals between phantom stereopsis and monocular gap stereopsis is due to different stereoscopic detectors. Two types of detectors that enable a stable phantom occluding surface to be perceived have been reported. One is a detector that responds especially to unmatched features attached to matched features whose texture or color is identical to that of the unmatched features (Cook & Gillam, 2004; Grove et al., 2002; Häkkinen & Nyman, 2001 ). The other is a detector that responds to a pair of unmatched features that are spatially separated and ecologically valid in terms of a single occluding surface (Mitsudo, Nakamizo, & Ono, 2006) . It is considered that the former also operates for MGS since a monocular gap is attached to binocularly matched features (background) whose color is identical to that of the monocular gap; however, the latter does not since there is a single unmatched feature in MGS. Therefore, the strength of the depth signal in MGS might be relatively smaller than that in PS.
As Ono and Comerford (1977) stated in their review, depth constancy is gradually lost over a viewing distance of about 2 m even though under full cue conditions. Whereas the results of Experiment 3 showed this tendency, we also found that the amount of underestimation in RDS-U (RDS with binocularly unmatched dots) was less than that in BGS. This means that perceived depth in RDS-U was more veridical than that in BGS. Based on these results, we propose that the visual system produces more veridical depth of binocularly matched features at far distances when binocularly unmatched features can be used as a cue to depth in addition to horizontal disparity. This idea is concerned with the hypothesis that binocularly unmatched features are used to locate depth discontinuities because the unmatched features arise at such depth discontinuities, and complement the depth signal from horizontal disparity in stereopsis (Anderson, 1994; Gillam & Borsting, 1988; Häkkinen & Nyman, 2001 ). In observations of RDS-U, since the visual system could use binocularly unmatched dots as a cue to depth in addition to horizontal disparity at depth discontinuities, more veridical depth might be perceived even at far viewing distances. Now, we need to explain Grove et al.'s (2002) finding that there was no significant difference in perceived depth between the stereograms with and without unmatched dots using RDS. Since the viewing distance in their experiment (90 cm) was relatively shorter than that in our experiment, the visual system would scale veridical depth in both of the stereograms they used.
Although we could show that the visual system scales the apparent depth in PS by using absolute distance information, the unresolved problem is what constraint the visual system applies to decide perceived depth in PS. reported that absolute distance information is not enough to geometrically define the amount of depth in PS. Furthermore, they found that there was a large individual difference in perceived depth, which complicates specifying the constraint. Recently, Mitsudo et al. (2005) suggested that the constraint is not related to higher order process but is applied at the early stages of visual processing. In future research, what constraint is applied by the visual system to determine perceived depth in PS should be investigated.
